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	KIT, P/N CD12011K7
	LOG OF REVISIONS
	1. PREPARATION
	1.1. Heater Removal:

	3. TESTING
	3.1 HEATER OPERATIONAL TEST AFTER INSTALLATION:
	3.1.1 Install a temperature probe (min 0-500( F) in the outlet plenum 6-8” aft of the heater.  A good location would be approx. 6” aft of the heater or near the thermostat sensor. Usually you can find a small access point somewhere in the ducting aft ...
	3.1.2 Setting upper limit temperature upper limit switch
	3.1.2.1 If your heater is equipped with a CD21252…..
	 Place a 6” 20G jumper wire with 2 small alligator clips (or the like) across the heater terminal strip numbers 2 and 3, which will bypass the aircraft thermostat.  (Fig. 2)
	 With the heater running, verify that the outlet plenum temp. is approx. 250 .  Adjust the temperature of the heat duct outlet distribution plenum to an average ambient temperature as follows.
	 For non-pressurized aircraft set switch to a low of 215º and a high of 255º.
	 For pressurized aircraft set switch to a low of 190˚ and a high of 225˚.
	NOTE:  Adjustment is made by rotating a small 1/16” screw located next to the wires on the side of the switch.  It may have a dab of inspectors lacquer over the screw.  Rotation clockwise one turn will increase temperature approx. 20  F.  Decrease tem...

	3.1.2.2 If your heater is not equipped with CD21252…..

	3.1.3 Install the fuel pressure gauge (0-15).  Tee into as shown.  (Fig. 4)
	3.1.4 Remove the fuel gauge installed in step 3.1.3.  Leave the “tee” fitting and cap off for future pressure readings if desired.

	3.2 Verify proper installation is completed in accordance with the aircraft maintenance manual.
	3.2.1 Verify all wires are secure and free of obstruction and chaffing.
	3.2.2 If the hoses need to be replaced, we recommend Sceet-6 (1 ½”) red from the blower to the heater and Ceet-6 (1 ½”) black from outside air to the blower.
	3.2.3 For additional information see the “maintenance manual (MM10001)” included with this heater under “Testing after installation or overhaul.”
	5.1.1. If changed remove old heater of __ lbs (verify weight). And install new heater kit of 40 lbs.  The aircraft requires a weight and balance and a 337 must be completed and a copy of the STC attached.  The logbook entry should contain the STC #SA0...
	5.1.2. If unchanged removal of the Combustion Heater and the installation of the C&D Associates Products TSO-C20 approved heater will have no net effect on weight and balance or electrical load requirements.

	5.2. Insert the following statement (label 21503 provided) in the aircraft flight manual: “C&D Associates Inc. Combustion heater has been installed in this aircraft.  Please follow the aircraft-operating manual for combustion heater operating sequence...
	5.3. Utilize existing aircraft combustion heater operating instructions or other FAA approved combustion heater operating instructions where applicable.
	5.4. Electrical requirements: 12VDC at 18Amp.
	5.5. Fuel consumption: Maximum operation 1.25 gal/hour.
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